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Daily Quote

“In order to succeed, your desire for success should 

be greater than your fear of  failure.”

-- Bill Cosby

Feb. 2, 2017

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

The Securities and Exchange Commission has drafted rules

covering cross-border sales of investment companies,

including the requirements and procedure for authorization,

reportorial submission, as well as penalties for violations.

Rules on sale of investment firms drafted

PLDT, Inc. plans to increase its international capacity by five

times by the end of this year through the Jupiter submarine

telecommunications cable system. The project would

increase its international capacity to almost 60 terabits from

the current 10 terabit capacity running on its 15 major

international cable systems.

PLDT prepares international capacity surge

Eyes are on food manufacturer Monde Nissin Corp.’s stock

market debut on Tuesday, analysts said, as the investing

public tune in to see how the P55.9-billion initial public

offering (IPO) would perform amid uncertain times.

Monde Nissin’s upcoming IPO will ‘test waters’

The National Government’s gross borrowings rose 35.6%

from a year ago to P1.653 trillion in the four months to

April after the state returned to the global debt market twice

last month.

NG borrowings hit P1.65 trillion as of April

The first three months of the year saw the country’s biggest

banks issuing even fewer loans as soured loans piled up amid

the coronavirus pandemic. The reduction in loans in the first

quarter marked the sharpest since the first quarter of 2003

when loans lent by U/KBs fell by 9.84%.

Big PH banks lend less amid rising bad loans
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Tenor Rate

1Y 1.8121

3Y 2.5265

5Y 3.1927

7Y 3.7084

10Y 4.1434

20Y 4.9292

Previous Close: 1 Yr Return:

6,674.51 15.90%
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6,656.88 -7.09%
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Century Pacific Food Inc. said over the weekend it expects

to sustain a double-digit growth in sales this year, following

a 20-percent increase in 2020.

Century Pacific bullish, predicts increased sales

The Department of Agriculture said it expects the World

Bank to approve additional funding worth $280 million, or

P14 billion, for rural infrastructures under the Philippine

Rural Development Project. It said the project would also

have 18.3 million euros or about P1 billion in co-financing

grant from the European Union.

Agriculture expects P14B WB loan for rural projects

Philippine headline inflation likely moderated in May on the

back of lower food prices, economists polled by The Manila

Times said. Projections for the month ranged from 4.2 to 4.5

percent with a 4.3-percent average, lower than the 4.5

percent recorded in April. Inflation in May last year settled

at 2.1 percent.

Inflation likely down in May

The Philippine peso may return to the weaker P48 to US

dollar territory in June as the economy continues to open

up, according to bank analysts. Union Bank of the

Philippines chief economist Ruben Carlo Asuncion said the

peso-dollar exchange rate has a negative bias, with a forecast

of P48 to P48.50:$1 for next month.

Peso may soften back to P48:$1 territory in June

Private operator of LRT-1 Light Rail Manila Corp. (LRMC)

said it has deployed 65 e-tap loading kiosks to all LRT-1

stations as part of its initiatives to promote a safer and more

convenient commute for the riding public.

LRT-1 deploys new e-tap loading kiosks

Antonio Tiu-led listed agri firm AgriNurture Inc. (ANI) will

boost its new product offerings to post double digit growth

for the rest of the year. These new products include the plant-

based meat fit bites, non-dairy coconut ice cream and Big

Chill healthy drinks in cans for local and export distribution.

ANI to expand product offerings

Mobile wallet GCash is exploring the possibility of adding

cryptocurrency to its growing portfolio of financial products

and services. GCash president and chief executive officer

Martha Sazon said the company, which is operated by Globe

Fintech Innovations Inc., is looking into offering, buying,

selling and storing cryptocurrency.

GCash eyeing cryptocurrency

Retail prices of construction materials in Metro Manila

slightly went up in April, the Philippine Statistics Authority

(PSA) said. The Construction Materials Retail Price Index

(CMRPI) in the National Capital Region rose by 1.3 percent

in April from 1.2 percent in March.

Prices of bldg materials slightly pick up in April

Metro Pacific Investments Corp. (MPIC), the listed tollways

and infrastructure conglomerate of the MVP Group, is

looking to expand in the region as it continues to navigate

the road to recovery amid the negative impact of the

COVID-19 pandemic.

MPIC to expand in Asean region

Gross borrowings by the national government from

domestic and external sources rose to P272 billion in April,

following the sale of euro and samurai bonds during the

month. Data from the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) showed

this was more than the P263 billion in gross borrowings

during the same month last year.

Gross borrowings hit P272 billion in April
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China is escalating a crackdown on its online education

sector, forcing once high-flying start-ups to mothball plans

for multi-billion-dollar initial public offerings this year.

China wrecks IPO plans for online education startups

Singapore real estate start-up PropertyGuru has agreed to

acquire all of the shares in REA Group's operating entities

in Malaysia and Thailand, whose sites include

iProperty.com.my and thinkofliving.com.

PropertyGuru to acquire REA Group units

Green initiatives might seem a burden for companies already

grappling with a challenging operating environment but they

have paid off in spades for Keppel Group. Its energy-

efficient measures saved an estimated 1,040,420 gigajoules of

energy, translating to cost savings of around $68 million last

year.

Keppel saves $68m from energy-efficient initiatives

[BEIJING] TikTok, the Chinese-owned video-sharing app,

was given one month by European Union regulators and

consumer protection watchdogs to address concerns over

the safety of children's data on the platform.

TikTok gets EU ultimatum over child safety concerns

[SINGAPORE] Some of the world's largest tech

corporations - from Google to Microsoft and Amazon - are

in talks with a new carbon offset trading platform in

Singapore that would be among the first to be backed by a

public stock exchange.

Big Tech drawn to SG carbon offset trading market

[MELBOURNE] Australia on Monday approved a A$2.28

billion (S$2.33 billion) project to build the country's longest

power transmission line, which the country's energy market

operator considers critical to handling electricity supply

from new wind and solar farms.

Aus clears A$2.28b power line to boost renewables

[WELLINGTON] Quarantine-free travel bubbles were

hailed as tourism's "godsend" earlier this year, but

cancellations and suspensions have deflated hopes they will

herald a return to pre-pandemic normality.

Tourists scarce as travel bubbles fail to inflate

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

Q&M Dental Group will not proceed to set up a surgical

mask manufacturing company with partners, as announced

more than a year ago. This is after it and its partners failed to 

meet definitive terms under a non-binding memorandum of

understanding (MOU), as made public on March 11, 2020

Q&M Dental ends JV plan to make surgical masks

Apple will add to its global retail presence even as stores in

inner cities struggle with an accelerating shift to sales online

during the coronavirus pandemic, Germany's Funke

Mediengruppe reported.

Apple to open more stores

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWS

[BENGALURU] Apple Inc is delaying the launch of a

podcast subscription service until June after some podcast

creators had issues with delays in their shows appearing after

uploading them, according to an email seen by Reuters.

Apple delays launch of podcast subscription service
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